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SOCIAL STUDIES

PROGRAM OVERVIEW Grades K-5

SOCIAL STUDIES

Inspired by you
All-new myWorld Interactive
encourages students to explore
their world, expand their thinking,
and engage their college, career,
and civic awareness.
The curriculum is flexible and
easily adapts to every classroom.
•A
 CTIVITY-BASED

LEARNING
• S TRONG LITERACY

CONNECTIONS
•W
 IDE RANGE OF

TEACHING OPTIONS
Create active, responsible
citizens who can make
a difference now.
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Take a
Tour!
Lesson
Walkthrough
Page 12

Inspire

active learning
Project-Based Learning
creates rich inquiry experiences
that develop skills for active
and responsible citizenship.

Inspire

Inspire

Lessons help students
read closely, analyze information,
and communicate academic,
well-defended ideas.

Teaching Options and Resources provide
access and equity for culturally responsive
teaching, differentiation needs, delivery
approaches, and time constraints.

literacy engagement

your classroom
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INSPIRE ACTIVE LEARNING

Interactive! It’s in Our Name
myWorld Interactive engages students in real-world activities
and practices of citizenship. Students investigate and
collaborate as they explore Social Studies content.

A True Inquiry Experience
The Interactive
Student Worktext
encourages writing,
drawing, and
highlighting. Create
self-motivated
learners!

Use the lesson
Jumpstart Activity
to spark interest
and connect
content with what
students know.
Active Classroom strategies
engage students with the content.
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Take students
on ProjectBased Quests.
These long-term
chapter activities
engage students
in rich inquiry
experiences.

Biographies
model important
citizenship skills
and tie in realworld applications
and civic life.

Find extended activities,
quick activities, and Readers
Theater in the myWorld
Activity Guide. Vary the
learning experience!

Savvas.com/MWI
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INSPIRE LITERACY ENGAGEMENT

Literacy for Everyone
Every minute of every lesson is a literacy opportunity.
Students read text closely, build vocabulary and language
skills, and use evidence to articulate their ideas in writing.

Supports ELA Instruction. Correlates to any ELA Program.

Embedded Word Wise supports
provide context clues to help
students learn new vocabulary.

Rap About It! or Sing About It! is an
interactive way to introduce key vocabulary
and energize students for learning.

Academic Vocabulary and content
vocabulary are defined in context, helping
students pause and understand the text.

Students publish their Narrative Writing
using the digital studio from TikaTok.com.
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Use
During a

Thinking Like a Citizen Readers
(Grade K-2) model citizenship
for students.

Reading
Leveled Readers develop
language skills and
content knowledge at
three reading levels:
Below Level, On Level,
and Advanced.

Block!

Integrate Literacy Skills instruction
to teach students important
reading comprehension skills,
such as summarizing.

Content Readers
(Grade 3-5) engage
students in highinterest topics.

Your Turn! invites the application
of knowledge in context extending
outside of the classroom.

Differentiate for All Students
• EMERGING
Analysis of Primary Source lessons
supports vocabulary, close reading,
and shorter evidence-based writing.

• SPECIAL EDUCATION

• EXPANDING • BELOW
• BRIDGING

• ADVANCED
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INSPIRE YOUR CLASSROOM

Freedom and Flexibility
This is our most flexible social studies curriculum yet.
Multiple options and pathways accommodate every teacher,
classroom, and schedule.

myWorld Interactive
Supports Your World

Choose
Your Path!
Make the Most
of Your Time

1 Comprehensive

Path

Teach a comprehensive
Social Studies curriculum
that balances content,
activities, and literacy
connections.

2 Activity-

based Path
Teach through activities that
promote student engagement,
real-world problem solving,
and creativity.

3 Content and

Literacy Path
Teach students how to comprehend
nonfiction with a reading and
writing strategy-based approach.
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Teaching Ideas, Strategies,
and Inspiration!
• Active Classroom Strategies

• Differentiated Instruction

• Chapter Assessments

• Integrated ELD Strategies

• Chapter at a Glance

• Jumpstart Activities

• Citizenship Lessons

• Literacy Skills Lessons

• Common Misconceptions

• Pacing Guides

• Complete Lesson Plans

• Primary Source Lessons

• Critical
 
Thinking &

• Review Strategies

Writing Strategies
• Curriculum Connections:
Literacy, Geography, Math,
and Science

• Visual Review Strategies
• Vocabulary Strategies
• Writer’s Workshop
• Writing Activities

Student Components

Teacher Components

Student Worktext: The consumable student
worktext includes standards-based social
studies content, interactivities, and skills
instruction.

Teacher Edition: Full lesson plans develop social
studies content knowledge, critical thinking skills, and
civic engagement. Instruction supports all standards.

Student Activity Mats: Activity-centered,
double-sided, dry-erase desk mats provide
maps, outline maps, timelines, and activities.
Leveled Readers: Three leveled readers
on the same chapter topic are provided
for Below Level, On Level, and Advanced
readers (Grades 1-5). Kindergarten includes
On Level and Above Level texts.

Activity Guide: Use these activity-based
supplemental lesson plans and blackline masters
for long-term inquiry projects, quick activities, and
Readers Theater.
Classroom Reader Lesson Plans: Instructional
strategies, guidance, and learning supports
save you time preparing lessons for every leveled
reader and content reader.

Content Readers: Add an extra On Level
content reader, one per chapter, on a highinterest topic (Grades 3-5).

Savvas.com/MWI
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INSPIRE DIGITAL LEARNERS

Realize a Better Way
SavvasRealize.com is your online destination for
myWorld Interactive . A single sign-on provides access
to content, management tools, and student data.

Try a Free Demo Today!
Sign up at SavvasRealize.com
Welcome Early
Learners at the flip
of a switch! Easier
navigation, bigger
and bolder buttons,
and student avatars
make this the most
child-centered online
curriculum yet.

Find content by Standard or
Keyword. Reorder chapters and
lessons. Upload content, add links,
and make edits.
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Get a better
view. Realize
provides,
Initial Skills
Assessment,
Standards
Mastery
Reports, and
Real-Time
Student Data
to inform
instruction.

Online,
Offline,
Anytime!

Classroom
by

Share supported
content from your
Realize programs
with your classes.
Just click “Share with
Google® Classroom”
and Realize will do
the rest for you.

With Google®
Expeditions, teachers
can lead classroomsized groups of
students on virtual
reality field trips
without leaving the
classroom.

Integrated OpenEd
Search provides
“best of web”
open educational
resources that are
easily assigned
through Savvas
Realize.

myWorld Interactive
360 Explorations is a
virtual reality learning
tool that lets students
get up close to and
interact with 360º and
3D images.

Copyright © 2020 Savvas Learning Company LLC All Rights Reserved. Savvas™ and Savvas Learning Company™ are the exclusive trademarks
of Savvas Learning Company LLC in the US and in other countries. Pearson and Pearson logo are registered trademarks of Pearson Education, Inc.
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 2 Student Edition

Welcome!

Sample a
Student
Lesson Grade 2 S
LESSON
WALKTHROUGH

Inspire Inquiry
The Chapter Opener initiates student inquiry with
a compelling question and engaging activities.

The Big Question
sparks student curiosity
and sets up the chapter’s
inquiry experience.
Shift to Digital Resources
to boost motivation and
extend learning.

Activate student learning
with a fun and engaging
Jumpstart Activity.
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Student Edition

Go Online Anytime!
Use a whiteboard or
projector for fun wholegroup activities.

The Sing About It!
feature uses catchy
tunes to introduce
important chapter
vocabulary in context.

Savvas.com/MWI
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 2 Student Edition

Take Students on a Quest
The Quest provides a chapter-level inquiry project
to connect new ideas and experiences.

The Quest Kickoff
challenges students
with a project that
requires problem
solving, investigation,
and social skills.

Support
Speaking
and Listening
Skills
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3 Types of Quest Inquiry Experiences
• Project-Based
 
Learning Inquiry
• Document-Based Inquiry
• Civic Discussion Inquiry

Look for
Active Classroom
Strategies
in the Teacher
Edition

Preview Steps help students
approach the Quest in
manageable chunks. Look
for Quest Connections in the
chapter to further learning.

Quest Findings allow
students to “pull it all
together” with performancebased learning tasks.

Savvas.com/MWI
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 2 Student Edition

Foster Critical Thinking
Inquiry fuels Critical Thinking. Students develop the capacity
to analyze, evaluate, and work with others.

Each chapter targets
a foundational
Critical Thinking Skill.
A real-life context
reflects students’
own experiences.

Citizenship
in Action
Requires Critical
Thinking

Inquiry-Based
Critical Thinkers . . .
• Ask questions
• Examine sources
• Listen to other views
• Use evidence
• Draw inferences
• Analyze information
• Weigh all the evidence
• Develop supported claims
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Writing Activities engage
students in critical thinking.
Students analyze information
to build their understanding.

Your Turn! Activities develop
thoughtful, engaged citizens.
Students apply inquiry-based
critical thinking skills to
demonstrate their learning.

Visuals and Graphic
Organizers help students
interact with the content
and internalize learning.

Savvas.com/MWI
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 2 Student Edition

Integrate Literacy & Content
Each lesson scaffolds complex text. Literacy and Vocabulary
Support improve Social Studies content knowledge and skills.

Begin each lesson
with an engaging
Jumpstart Activity to
get the “sparks flying.”

Highlighted Vocabulary
identifies important Social
Studies words that are
defined in context to help
students access content.

Clearly identified
Vocabulary Terms
remind students to focus
on essential words.
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Strong Literacy Support
includes chunking text
into smaller sections to
improve comprehension.

Support
English
Language
Development

Word Wise Activities
develop students’ word
acumen to help build
understanding of how
words work.

Reading Checks
encourage students
to interact with the
write-in text and apply
critical thinking skills like
supporting their claims
with evidence.

Savvas.com/MWI
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 2 Student Edition

Check Student Progress
Formative Assessments encourage student growth and
ongoing teacher feedback.

Quest Connections
throughout the lesson
further the chapter-level
inquiry process.

Academic Vocabulary
is defined at the point of
use. Multiple encounters
improve retention.

Look for
Active Classroom
Strategies
in the Teacher
Edition
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Online Interactivities
engage students, support
class instruction, and
provide assessment
in context.

The Reading Check
focuses on student
comprehension, including
the ability to read and
understand visuals.

The Lesson Check
monitors student mastery
of reading skills and
Social Studies content.

Checkpoints help determine
progress toward the chapterlevel Quest project.

Savvas.com/MWI
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 2 Student Edition

Build Literacy Skills
Students practice Literacy Skills as they engage with content
to meet the C3 Framework and State Standards.

Literacy Skills Lessons
support students’
reading comprehension.
Students learn how to
read a text closely and
evaluate its content.

Models show students
how the task is
accomplished for selfdirected learning.

Purposeful
Visuals Support
English Language
Development
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Multiple opportunities
develop students’ Writing
Skills related to Social
Studies content.

Your Turn! lets students
apply the literacy skill to
a new task and provides
writing practice. Students
learn to draw evidence
from the text.

Reinforce Comprehension
Skills for ELA/ELD instruction.
•

Main Idea and Details

•

Sequence

•

Summarize/Retell

•

Using Primary and
Secondary Sources

•

Cause and Effect

•

Compare and Contrast

•

Distinguish Fact from Fiction

•

And More!

Savvas.com/MWI
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 2 Student Edition

Use Primary Sources
Primary and Secondary Sources give students practice
understanding photos, documents, objects, and personal
accounts. An explicit two-page lesson occurs in every chapter.

A Philosophy,
Not Just
a Feature

Engage students with
text and visual Primary
Sources that promote
deeper understanding and
require critical thinking skills.
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Engage with activity-centered,
double-sided, dry-erase
Desk Mats that include maps,
timelines, and activities to
reinforce learning.

Primary Sources provide
students with supported
opportunities to analyze
sources and draw conclusions
from evidence. Students
practice analysis skills as
called for in the Framework.

Write answers, draw
diagrams, highlight phrases!
The Write-In Student
Worktext inspires interactivity
and personalization.

Wrap It Up allows students
to construct knowledge and
synthesize information from
the primary source.
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LESSON WALKTHROUGH Grade 2 Student Edition

Inspire Learning Success
Lessons encourage active citizenship using Biographies to
celebrate the contributions of many. The Chapter Assessment
provides thoughtful practice to guide instruction and improve
student learning.
Students read about
the diverse people who
made history and reflect
on important Citizenship
qualities, such as respect.

Promote
Civic Virtues
in Every
Chapter

•

Determination

•

Problem Solving

•

Patriotism

•

Respect for the Rights
of Others
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•

Honesty

•

Courage

•

And More!
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Chapter-level inquiry
activities culminate with
Quest Findings. Students
synthesize ideas and
demonstrate their learning.

Critical Thinking and
Writing requires students
to explain and analyze
information.
The digital course also
includes these assessment
options:
•  
Pretest

- One per
Grade Level

•  
Lesson

Quizzes -

Formative Assessments
•  
Chapter

Tests -

Summative Assessments
Assessments build on
students’ understanding
of key vocabulary, ideas,
and literacy skills that lead
to writing.

The Citizenship Feature
encourages students to apply
their Social Studies learning
to their personal lives. Make
real-world connections!

Savvas.com/MWI
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Try a Free Demo Today!
Sign up at PearsonRealize.com

Pearson offers a variety
of training options to fit
your busy schedule.
For online training and resources visit: MySavvasTraining.com
•

On-Demand Training Get concise product training at your convenience!

•

	
Virtual Training Work with a Social Studies expert from the comfort of your own home,
classroom, or wherever!

•

	
Live Ongoing Support Live Chat and Email Support connect you directly with a program
expert for instant answers.

•

	
On-Site Program Activation Pearson provides on-site training to get your teachers

Teachers have the opportunity to learn the basic print and digital components
Trystarted.
a free
demo at PearsonSchool.com/CAHSS
of the program.

Savvas.com
800-848-9500

Join the Conversation:
Twitter.com/SavvasLearning
Facebook.com/SavvasLearning
Get Fresh Ideas for Teaching: Blog.Savvas.com
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